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modern philological science, being a part of humanitarian knowledge, is characterized by dynamics and by 
usage of new approaches. modern science is developing researching tools taking into consideration interdisciplinary 
links in paradigm of humanitarian knowledge. historical understanding of concept “world picture” approves these 
changes as the scientific reality cognition. the research paper has actuality as studying linguistic and literal world 
picture is one of the most important problems of modern humanitarian sciences. observed problem has significant 
value in forming spiritual values of youths. the theory of linguistic world picture and literal world picture is based 
on methodology and cognitive theory which are under reformations in modern science. this reformation started at 
XX century when the cognitive standards became dependent on cognitive process, awareness of cognizer and on the 
type of cognizing objects. 
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the methodology is being based on so-
cial historic, anthropical, individual, cultural 
changes. modern methodology studies dynam-
ics of cognitive problems, cultural historic is-
sues of cognitive tools, changeability of catego-
ries and concepts, formation of new cognitive 
orientations. the task of modern methodology 
is clarification, formation and transformation 
of mechanisms which integrated in individual 
daily experience. So the relevant studies are 
aimed on anthropocentrism which means that 
the study of language and its functions closely 
connected with human nature and human is a 
center of existence. making researches in the 
sphere of linguistics or literature and their 
functions in human life it is possible to find out 
such linguistic functions which have not been 
investigated before or it is necessary to contin-
ue the researches in this direction. linguo-an-
thropocentrical approach which is used in this 
research defines language as cognitive source 
for human and human activity as the source for 
language and its functions studying. introduc-
ing anthropocentrical approach in linguistics 
allowed investigating the language function 
in new level which made possible to connect 
language activity in its functioning with human 
activity in society. 

the concept “world picture” was intro-
duced in physics at the end of XiX century 
and at the beginning of XX century. G. Gerts 
was the first scholar who used it refer to phys-
ical world picture. he introduced the term as 
a combination of internal representations of 
objectives logically using which it is possible 
to get behavior characteristics about these ob-
jects. according to G. Gerts internal represen-
tations or symbols of objectives, created by 

researches, has to be such that the “logically 
necessary consequences of these representa-
tions in their turn were natural representations 
of these objects” [1, 152 p.]. created repre-
sentations should be logical and represent 
natural proportions of the objects including 
all details. according to G.Gerts the way our 
brain creates representations determines the 
ways of their representations. the scientist 
tried to characterize simple thing picture in 
sensible world and processes in it, including 
to this picture the main principles of mechan-
ics using which it is possible to introduce total 
mechanics without references to experience. 
he considered if we interpret differently the 
mechanical principles depending on its ba-
sic statements, “we get different world pic-
tures” [1, 154 p.]. m. planck also used concept 
“world picture” introducing physical view of 
actual nature regularities. in his view the con-
tent of this representation, based on principals 
of energy conservation and transformation, as 
on increasing entropy principles, enriches re-
leasing anthropomorphic elements during the 
physics development [2, 19 p.]. a. einstein 
also used this term in his works. 

therefore, the first usage of this concept 
connected with scientific world picture. ac-
cording to a.a. melnikov “the status of this 
concept remains indefinite in the modern meth-
odology and philosophy”. determine concept 
“world picture” through scientific and general 
scientific point of view, it has several inter-
pretations which locate between science and 
world view as well as between science and 
philosophy: world picture is observed as world 
view which include in itself type of social prac-
tice; world picture is a type of philosophical  
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reflection (neonatural concept of scientific 
world picture); world picture is a type of sci-
entific knowledge [3, 124 p.]. then the term 
“world picture” started to use in culture and 
linguo-semiotic studies. 

World viewing as a part of world picture 
was studied in cultural aspect. firstly scien-
tists investigated collective consciousness bas-
ing on materials of myths and folk literature 
through reconstruction of its structure. Scien-
tists observed the term as primary and second-
ary modeling systems in semiotic direction of 
study. they considered the model in cyber-
netic meaning so the world was described as 
“passive automotive memory”. then concept 
“world picture” changed under the influence 
of gnoseological and general scientific mean-
ing to an image of modeling object. accord-
ing to a. Gurevich “every civilization, social 
system could be characterized by the way how 
they interpret the world. accepting the main 
conceptual and spiritual categories as univer-
sal, we meant the fact that they are natural 
for a person at any stage of his life but their 
meanings change during the time [4, 7 p.]. in 
recent years many scientists, who are making 
researches in this sphere, have come to conclu-
sion that “world picture” of each ethnic group 
should be studied separately. accepting the 
concept “world picture” as “world view” is the 
main factor for researching linguistic world 
picture and literal world picture. Generation of 
the concept is closely connected with language 
and determined by language. it is called as lin-
guistic world picture which reflects national 
world picture and found in linguistic units of 
different levels. taking into consideration defi-
nite world picture of individual we can say that 
it is based on conceptual world picture forming 
it in its turn as any human-being can under-
stand the world and himself only through lan-
guage. language includes general and national 
social historic experience so we can say that 
enrichment happens in two directions: 1) life 
conditions and welfare determine people’s be-
havior and consciousness which reflect on lan-
guage, especially in its grammar and seman-
tics; 2) person understands the world through 
native language which determines his behavior 
and cognition [5, 204 p.]. 

it is necessary to note that the term “world 
picture” is metaphorical as “specific unique-
ness of national language, which includes spe-
cific historic experience of definite nation, does 
not creates different world picture, it creates 
“national world picture” based on unique at-
titude to some things, events, processes show-
ing uniqueness of specific national culture” [5, 

204 p.]. e.d. Suleimenova emphasized “the 
linguistic world picture cannot be equated to 
world picture as we cannot equate language to 
cognition”. So the distinction of the world pic-
ture and the linguistic world picture is definite 
as the distinction between the terms: language 
and cognition. however linguistic world pic-
ture as a term unit originated due to interaction 
of reality and language (without cognition) [6, 
89 p.]. linguistic world picture includes spe-
cific language figures: culture-specific con-
cepts, categorical division of the world – the 
composition of categories and paradigms, 
quantization of semantic continuum, standard 
type of estimation, etc. the world picture is 
expressed in two ways: on the one hand, by 
language units (grammatical categories, mor-
phemes, stable word combinations, phrase-
mes), on the other – by the way of their forma-
tion, syntactic constructions”[5, 87 p.]. each 
ethnos language describes the world by its own 
way of conceptualization which means that it 
creates its own world picture model. accord-
ing to the humboldt’s view, different languag-
es are different worldviews and specificity of 
each particular language determines “linguistic 
consciousness of this nation” [7, 15 p.]. ac-
cording to the functional aspect the concept 
“consciousness” can be divided into concep-
tual, linguistic and coordinative one” [8, 2 p.]. 
linguists who study the problem of linguistic 
consciousness, national linguistic conscious-
ness, operate with such terms as mentalistic 
language, mentality, cognition. the work of V. 
humboldt, a. potebni, i. Baudouin de courte-
nay contributed to formation of these concepts 
which are closely connected to the concepts of 
world picture, linguistic world picture, literal 
world picture. theorists of literature study lit-
eral semantic and literal figures in ethno-ethic 
features. among recent researches it is neces-
sary to mention: dissertation of z.Gassanova 
“caucasian mentality in the image of russian 
literature of the nineteenth century”, t. Bely-
aeva “poetics of symbolic images in mari dra-
ma”, l.cheltygmasheva “ethno-poetic origi-
nality of Khakass prose of 1930-1990 period”, 
among domestic researches: monograph of 
a.tumanova “contaminated linguistic world 
picture in literal discourse of bilingual writer”, 
article of a.Karkanova “reproduction of na-
tional world picture based on culture-specific 
concepts of the epic novel of m. auezov “abai 
way”. there are not so many works dedicated 
to literal and linguistic world picture. mainly 
authors write about problematic of space and 
time. theorists of literature noticed the nov-
elty of usage the concepts “world picture” in 
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philology: “new concepts of philology “world 
picture”, “worldview” connected with modern 
developments in the science, which proved the 
existence of different cosmological models 
of the universe. “as each century creates its 
own model, so human-beings of XX century 
should imagine the universe representation to 
answer – what is world and what kind of place 
has an individual in it. art could not reflect new 
world model” [9, 17 p.]. Works of r. Barthes, 
K.levi, e.Volodina, S.Bocharova open the next 
page in the development of new approaches in 
development of integrative trends in science. 
philosophical categories of space and time, re-
flected in literature, devolved on philological 
categories of cognition and understanding of 
reality. the methodological novelty brought by 
m.Bakhtin, determined the role of space and 
time in literature, became literal world picture. 
the scientist suggested “time-space is a formal 
literal category, which genre varieties deter-
mined by time-space and it contains all narra-
tive knots” [10, 101 p.].

the research in theory and methodology 
of literal and linguistic world picture is in the 
infancy stage. Scientific philological tools 
have been enriched by the concepts “linguistic 
world picture”, “literal world picture”, “lin-
guistic literal world picture”. now there is an 
actual problem to distinguish these concepts in 
philology. 

n. Goncharova, taking into account views 
of famous linguists, suggested: “linguistic 
world picture is a mental linguistic knowledge: 
information about surrounding reality created 
in individual or collective consciousness and is 
represented by language means” [11, 396 p.] .

it is worth to remind that the concepts “lin-
guistic world picture” and “linguistic literal 
world picture” are not the same, they relate to 
each other as the general and the particular. lin-
guistic literal world picture means “syncretical 
knowledge which became the realization of 
literal images in speech and became cohesive, 
complex literal image created by the means of 
language. the main features of linguistic literal 
world picture are internationality, possibility to 
transform literal word and its synthetism, va-
riety of meanings leading to unknowable lin-
guistic literal world picture” [12, 6 p.]. there 
is no consensus in determination the concept 
“literal world picture”, the evidence of this fact 
is absence of the completed theory. Scientists 
agreed that it relates to the secondary systems 
as linguistic world picture and refers it to au-
thor individual world picture. y. Salnikova 
tried to understand the structure and sense of 
literal work, its place in literal process: “we 

considered that the ratio between objective and 
subjective in the space-time structure of the 
text more clearly reflects the classification of 
p. zobova and a. mostepanenko [13, 21 p.], 
according which a literal work contains the fol-
lowing levels: 

1. the real level: physical space and time, 
the literary text is an ordinary material object, 
a thing among other things.

2. conceptual level: “model” reflection of 
reality, fable, objectified background of literal 
events. the conceptual space and time show 
the historic space and time in which actions 
happened in the book, not the time and space 
when the book was written. 

3. the perceptual level is directly related 
to the formation of literal image. in this level 
the specific uniqueness of this literal text opens 
which differentiate it from others” [14, 28 p.]. 

there is variety of “world picture” defini-
tions which connect language with literature 
but correctly relate the concept to the space-
time continuum. “the problems of linguistic 
literal world picture only denoted and signifi-
cant researches are needed in this sphere. in-
vestigation of linguistic literal world picture 
is possible by means of coordinate systems 
though which person understands reality and 
built world view in cognitive space. they are 
called space-time categories” [12, 6 p.].

thus, the space-time structure of literal 
text as a basis of literal and linguistic world 
picture is the link that merges conflicting 
scientific opinions. plot is the link for literal 
world picture in literature science. linguists 
are interested in phenomenological peculiari-
ties of world picture and means of language 
representation, this approach cannot satisfy 
the theorists of literature, as it does not de-
scribe full scientific cognition of literal and 
linguistic world picture. the literal world 
picture is wider than any science or subject. 
it is imposed by inner properties of literature 
such as person and life reflections, variety of 
life stories and differences of human feelings. 
this no doubt that paradigm of literal text 
spreads from grammatical level to philosophi-
cally ontological reality. modern philological 
science studies image content and language 
of literal text which are directed to develop-
ment of special methods and scientific inter-
pretations for meaning recognition of literal 
text. this fact made scientists research idea of 
identification meaning of literal word to “ar-
chetypes of the culture”, which was proposed 
in the humboldt concept of literal text percep-
tion as system object characterized by specific 
features and regularities.
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G.G. Shpet’s theory played great role in 
cognition and scientific description of the dia-
lectic of creation, functioning and perception 
literal text. his famous essays on hermeneutics, 
“phenomenon and meaning” (1914), “aesthet-
ic fragments” (1922) are a major contribution 
to the development of literary hermeneutics. he 
observed “word” and “literature world” in the 
paradigm of microsystem and macrosystem re-
lations. “inner form”, being medullary element 
of poetic world structure, forms literal world 
picture. main idea of the theory is that the sci-
entist obtained word perception as a structure, 
which reflects emotionally sensitive and cogni-
tive character. according to G. Shpet supposed 
that interpretation of image to cognition is a 
“total emancipation” of poetic form. character 
created by literal word cannot be interpreted as 
“concept” or just like “representation”. So dur-
ing reading process a reader understands char-
acter, concept and image of literal text through 
individual and collective comprehension by 
interpretation creative literal world picture [15, 
68 p.]. thus, reader and literal text each time 
interact with each other creating dialogue; this 
created relation is not regulated by the author’s 
idea. the idea of literature perception as an 
ability to self-regulation is the main feature 
of an open dissipative system. this idea is ac-
cepted as innovative point of view to the well-
established physical nature regularities. 

a nobel laureate i. prigogine developed 
the system theory in the sphere of anthropol-
ogy and engineering science. the most impor-
tant aspect in his research was the compara-
tive investigation of open dissipative systems 
with closed-ordered systems, which have not 
communicative characteristics. the compara-
tive analysis of these systems has revealed 
variability, instructiveness, self-regulation of 
open systems. the fundamental idea is that the 
“human systems are considered not in terms of 
equilibrium or as “mechanisms, but as the cre-
ative world with incomplete information and 
changing values, a world in which the future 
can be represented in many ways. the social 
problem of values   in a wide range can link with 
the non-linearity. Values   are codes that we use 
to keep the social system in some line of de-
velopment, which is chosen by history. Value 
Systems always resist the destabilizing effects 
of the fluctuations that are generated by this so-
cial system, it gives the process the features of 
irreversibility and unpredictability “[16, 36 p.].

So the system theory foregrounds in per-
ception, comprehension, understanding of a 
literary text. the theory of open systems is 
related to the category of fractals – a term in-

troduced by B. mendelbrot, a mathematician 
and the author of “the fractal Geometry of 
nature” [17, 15 р.]. fractal derivates from the 
latin word “fractus” and denotes – uneven, 
broken. B. mendelbrot used the terms “frac-
tals” and “fractal objects” talking about ability 
to “self-similarity” expressed in the invariance 
and “irregularities” meaning non-linearity.

Synergetic study jointed in itself traditional 
approaches of literature study and new con-
cepts based on the system theory and fractal lit-
erature, it also jointed humanitarian and basic 
scientific knowledge. conceptual paradigm of 
the synergetic is the meaning self-generation. 

it is not sufficient to use traditional scien-
tific approaches for understanding hidden dia-
lectical relations. System-synergetic approach 
became effective for the detection of multi-
piece structure of the text, the relationship of 
its elements, direct and figurative works bonds 
with reality, meaning polyphony of text’s ver-
bal structure. it was restructured the traditional 
comprehension of gradation – author, text, 
reader. Subject, idea, author conception, char-
acters system, structure, plot, reader’s percep-
tion are the elements of literal and linguistic 
world picture according to system-synergetic 
approach. these elements are universal and 
unique at the same time. historical reality, life 
and spiritual experience of a text author and a 
reader, psychology of creativity, the psychol-
ogy of perception in evaluating the text as an 
open system are important components in the 
typology of the functioning of literary text. 
the works of h. haken [18], V.S. Stepin [19], 
e.n. Kniazeva, S.p. Kurdyumov [20], and oth-
ers are important for development of the syn-
ergetic theory.

academician V.S. Stepin studied the phi-
losophy of science. in his monographs “theo-
retical knowledge” he explained the properties 
of self-organization systems as “a process that 
leads to the formation of new structures” [21, 
204 p.]. the combination of a systematic ap-
proach and the synergetic principles in the an-
nex to the humanitarian knowledge, such as 
literature, gives new possibilities for under-
standing the plot and the meaning of the lit-
eral text.the text perception as the open self-
organizing system changes the view on the 
relationship between the text and the reader, 
the author and the reader. “non-equilibrium 
relations are “sine qua non” condition for self-
organization, but self-organization, in its turn, 
changes the role and meaning of these rela-
tions” [22, 135 p.]. the history of literal com-
positions functioning has examples when a 
story is comprehended differently dependently  
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on centuries. the books, which were read with 
great interest in one historical period, have be-
come uninteresting in another period. But there 
examples of classic novels which are actual 
and interesting in each period by variedness of 
hidden meaning layers. 

this factor depends on text autonomy from 
its author and reader’s activeness in meaning 
understanding. it is appropriate to address to 
the einstein’s theory of relativity belong to 
time and space. new time and reality can cause 
new understanding of the meaning. Scientists 
V.G. zinchenko, V.G. zussman, z.i. Kirnoze 
proposed the effectiveness of the system-
synergetic approach in studying literary com-
positions as “an unstable system which are 
constantly in a state of transition from chaos 
to order and from order to chaos”. they as-
sociated quality of nonlinearity with meaning 
self-creation: “Synergetic approach allows us 
to investigate the semantic aspect of the “lit-
erature” system relationship with the system of 
numerous contexts and with reality. there are 
many works in philology titled “art and syn-
ergy”, “text synergy” and others [23, 203-204 
pp.]. individual reader conception and linguis-
tic world picture recreated by the author enter 
into complex relation determined by scheme of 
the system-synergetic method where the main 
triad is author, composition and reader. this 
triad is framed by traditions and reality. the 
direct and reverse associations between struc-
ture meanings play determinate role. Variety of 
structural elements is characterized by non-lin-
earity and their openness that ultimately leads 
to the meaning self-creation of each individual 
reader.
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